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2directly connected to x but this is what we might call
\passage time". Consider a single particle with a suÆ-
ciently large x to be an approximate (E; p; 0; 0) eigen-
state (for simplicity we take its momentum to be along
the x axis). Using the uncertainty principle xp  1







x! p! E = pp=E  v=x
hence
t  x=v ; (2)
where v is the velocity of the particle. Thus t is for
our wave packet a measure of the time it takes to pass
a given y-z plane, hence the name passage time. This
t obviously has nothing to do with a timelapse, and
indeed becomes innite in the particle rest frame. On the
other hand, we expect, from the approximate validity of
the exponential decay law, that timelapse must be small
compared to the lifetime of a particle in any frame, see
below.
We believe that timelapse must be a close relative to
lifetime. As for lifetime, we will dene it in the rest frame
of an initial single particle state, or more precisely the
frame in which the average velocity is null. In analogy
with the lifetime  , we shall denote the timelapse for
a process by ~ . What does the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle tell us? Well, we have excluded a connection
to E and we can also exclude the half width M for a
decay particle since this is reserved for 
 = 1=M : (3)




for a decaying particle with central mass M
0
.
Now a decay of a composite particle such as a J= may
be considered an annihilation and/or interaction at the
quark level. Thus, timelapses for interactions should also






is the center of mass energy. Equation (5)
would automatically include Eq. (4) if it where not for
the fact that a given decay may occur at a mass diverse
fromM
0
due to the existence of mass curves. To reconcile
the two, we should modify Eq. (4) to read
~ = 1=M ; (6)
but in the subsequent applications, in this paper we will
employ Eq. (4) for simplicity.
How does the existence of a ~ modify the exponential
decay law? This can easily be derived after assuming
a given analytic form for a state during timelapse. For
simplicity and in analogy with the original decay law, we
shall assume this to be an exponential form. Exponen-
tial decreasing exp[ t=~ ] for the incoming state and its
complement, 1  exp[ t=~ ], for the corresponding outgo-
ing state. Thus when we consider an ensemble of N (t)
particles with a given lifetime  and timelapse ~ we must
divide them into two classes: N
u
, the number of unde-
cayed particles, and N
d
, those that have begun the de-
cay process but have still a residual probability of being
found in a measurement of N (t). N
d
would be zero if
instantaneous decay (~ = 0) were valid.












while that for N
d














the negative sign in front of the last term is the correct
one since dN
u
(t) < 0 for dt > 0.
Now solving these coupled equations and using as ini-
tial condition N
d


















This is the modication of the standard exponential de-
cay law that our timelapse ~ introduces. Note that for
~ = 0 we obtain the single exponential form and the
limit  = 0 yields an exponential decay with lifetime ~ .
Whence ~ = 1=M
0
sets a lower limit to the eective life-
time and hence an upper limit to the half width.

































where  = ~= . However, we note that the decay rate  
remains connected to  ,   = 1= . This follows from our
assumption that ~  1=M
0
and hence is independent of
any interaction coupling constants in contrast to   and
 which obviously are directly dependent.
Another, very interesting, observation is that, for very
small t, Eq. (9) has no linear term in t. Indeed for t 
~ ; 













This reconciles, for short times, our modied decay law
(no longer a single exponential) with basic quantum me-
chanical arguments [2, 3, 4] which have led, amongst




























FIG. 1: The decay lawN(t)=N(0) versus t= for various values
of .
This at least in principle allows ~ to be calculated, from

















In Fig. (1), we show the modication of j (t)j
2
 P (t)
for various  values. In this plot the increase of the eec-
tive lifetime is evident, as is the annulment of dP (t)=dt
(insert) for t ! 0, source of the quantum Zeno eect.
The direct measurement of j (t)j
2
is often possible (e.g.
in muon decay). However, for muons   3  10
 16
so
that no eect due to ~ could ever be detected.
Let us now calculate the modication in the standard
Breit-Wigner mass formula produced by Eq. (9). We
have













































= 1+2n(1  )=. Treat-
ing  as a small quantity, we may perform an analytic
calculation of j(x)j
2
to lowest order in . We nd for





























































is the standard Breit-Wigner.
Now  is so small for almost all weak or electromagnetic
decays that one might think to pass directly to the strong
decays in the search of evidence for a MBW . However,
of all the weak processes a special role is played by the
decays of the heavy intermediate vector bosonsW and Z.
These have widths of several GeV and thus correspond
to  of a few %. Furthermore, the data upon the Z is







. The LEP data have yielded such precise results
that there is even a two standard deviation from theory
in  
Z











Now for the Z we can apply the small  formula given
above since 
Z
= 2:7%. From this formula (see also Fig. 2
below) we readily see that:
(1) The maximum modication to the underlying Breit-
Wigner (~ = 0) is at M = M
0
i.e. at the peak. This
eect is an increase of the peak value by 1+3
2
=8. Note,
however, that this underlying Breit-Wigner must not be
confused with the best t Breit-Wigner need to the data
in the presence of a non negligible ~ .
(2) The halfwidth of the underlying Breit-Wigner and
the modied Breit-Wigner are almost the same for small




as might have been expected from Eq.(11) for
the lifetime modication.
The smallest errors of the curve are around the peak
value M = M
0
. In a t with a Breit-Wigner to data in
accord with our modied curve one would be inclined to
raise the peak value with consequently the same decrease
in percentage of the halfwidth. Hence, we expect the
tted Breit-Wigner to yield a width lower than ours by,
4at most, the factor 1 3 
2






less than 1=4 of the measured central value. It is amusing




)   one might
have expected an eect on  
inv
in good agreement with
the experimental value.
The modied Breit-Wigner can also be calculated nu-
merically for any  and in Fig. (2) we show the ratio of
this with the underlying Breit-Wigner for various  val-
ues. The width is indeed reduced. From Fig. (2), we see
that, for   0:3 and such that 1:4 > M=M
0
> 0:6, the
main modication indeed occurs at M = M
0
and is an
increase of the order of a few % or less. This means that
no signicant evidence for the existence of ~ from mass
curves is possible until the individual errors of the data
points are of this order or better.
Obviously in looking for evidence for our modied
Breit-Wigner we are led to consider the largest  values
available. This means particles with strong interaction
decays. For example the (770) where   20%. How-
ever, the best data points for the  [9] are somewhat
dated and are not yet precise enough to yield evidence
for a ~ .
It is natural to extend the concept of timelapse, from



















FIG. 2: Numerical calculation of the ratio of the modied
and standard Breit-Wigner mass formulas MBW=BW versus
M=M
0
for dierent values of .
ready anticipated that in theses cases ~ = 1=E
CM
. How-
ever what is ~ to be compared with. What plays here
the role of ? The only thing available is
p
 the square





s while 1Gev  6:6 10
 25
s.
Finally, we wish to discuss briey our stimulus for this
investigation, which seems at rst sight far removed from
the content of this paper. In oscillation studies some au-
thors insist that a single time interval is involved. The ar-
gument is essentially that both the creation of say a avor
neutrino and its detection, possible as a dierent avor,
occur at xed times. Now, as we explained in our intro-
duction, such a situation, instantaneous creation, could
at most be valid in a unique Lorentz frame which im-
probably coincides with the laboratory. However, the
existence of an intrinsic timelapse ~ would imply that
instantaneous creation is a myth in any frame. In prac-
tice this means that in interference studies we must deal
with multiple times in a similar way that the slippage of
interfering wave packets obliges us to consider multiple
distance intervals between creation and observation.
In conclusion, we have argued that in an arbitrary
frame a wave packet will take a nite time to \grow" to,
or decay from, its full normalized value. This encouraged
us to postulate the existence in the preferential center of
mass frame of an intrinsic timelapse ~ in analogy with  .
Such an assumption leads to a modication of the decay
formula and consequently of the Breit-Wigner mass for-
mula. We have also suggested that ~ = 1=E
CM
on the
basis of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. In practice
the modication of the decay formula is not experimen-
tally detectable. However, it has, as an aside, reconciled
for small times the decay law with basic quantum me-
chanical arguments ( at least within the hypothesis of
an exponential dependence upon ~ ). The Breit-Wigner
mass formula is a more practical tool for detecting a ~ .
Comparing the ts to the data upon  decay suggest
that with improved experiments (precision of the order
of 10
 3
) we could distinguish between the standard and
modied Breit-Wigner. Note that with  = M=M
0
the
modied version has no extra free parameters. We may
simply compare the best 
2
ts of both to the data. At
the moment the most promising source for evidence of
a ~ appears to be in the Z decay. Timelapse provides
a justication for the existence of a negative  
inv
. But
we must remember that this is experimentally only a two
sigma eect.
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